
 
 

 
Horary Certificate Course                                                                     
- The Katarche Tradition - 
 

ONLINE HORARY CERTIFICATE COURSE 2022  
 
Katarche online Horary Certificate Course 

Course Director: Maggie Hyde 
Tutors: Maggie Hyde & Geoffrey Cornelius 

  
A thorough grounding in horary theory, practice and philosophy, including an 
introduction to points of debate amongst modern practitioners. 

  
The course runs between March and June 2022 and covers 12 lessons. Each lesson 
provides comprehensive, downloadable material, exercises and a video presentation, 
accessible at the student’s leisure. The video presentation will be available a week 
before the 12 Horary Forums. The Forums provide an interactive group element and 
are open to former students . They take place on three Saturdays a month 1:30pm – 
3pm UK time between March and June 2022. In each Forum, following a discussion 
by tutors on topics from the current lesson, you may choose to raise questions and 
share your own work. 
  
Two individual tutorials are also offered by katarche tutors as part of your 
enrolment. Successful completion of all elements leads to the award of the COA 
Certificate in Horary Astrology. 
  
Forum dates: March 5/12/19; April 2/9/23; May 7/14/21; June 4/11/18.  
For satisfactory completion, we request that you attend at least 10 of the 12 Forum 
sessions. A final exercise is undertaken after the final forum and should be 
completed within one month. 
  
Fee for the course: £685 includes all materials and tutorials. Please contact the 
Secretary at admin@coa.org.uk for an application form if you may be interested in 
joining. 
 
Bursaries available: we can offer 1 full fee and 2 half-fee bursaries in case of financial constraint. 
Please contact the Secretary in confidence.   

mailto:admin@coa.org.uk
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OVERVIEW 
 
A comprehensive programme in the horary tradition, suitable for those with a basic 
background in practical natal astrology. 

 Combines philosophy, theory and practice. 

 A firm foundation for your own evolving practice. 

 Traditional terms clearly explained and full notes provided. 

 Practical examples demonstrated throughout. 

 Finding the path of good fortune. 

Horary astrology is the method of interpreting a horoscope for the moment at which a 
question is asked. The aim is to resolve doubt and determine an answer to the question or 
resolution of the issue. Its scope goes far beyond its capacity as a predictive technique. It is 
a wisdom practice seeking the line of good fortune within any human initiative. 
 
Horary, Katarche and the Company of Astrologers 
 
Horary has always been a distinctive part of the teaching programme at the Company of 
Astrologers (COA), London. Since the 1970’s, founding members of the COA have been at 
the forefront of the horary revival, including the study of the work of William Lilly. The 
Company specialises in Katarche, a term that may be translated as ‘initiative’. This comes 
from a pre-Hellenistic understanding with roots in augury, encompassing horary and related 
divinatory practices. It implies the seeking of astrological omens of good or ill fortune for the 
human desire that is being put to the test of divination. During the course you will learn the 
principles of katarche through the illuminating power of the horary method.  
 
The current proprietors of  the Katarche Programme (Pat Blackett, Geoffrey Cornelius, 
Maggie Hyde, and Graeme Tobyn) retain its copyright but have mandated its continued 
development and teaching to the Company of Astrologers, with the occasional assistance of 
other experienced  astrologers. The Katarche tradition is in line with the best astrological 
practice of the Company and this course teaches horary to the level required for the 
Certificate in Horary Astrology on successful completion of a programme of exercises, 
including a horary chart analysis.   
 
How much astrology do I need to know? 
 
You should be familiar with basic astrological symbolism – planets, signs, houses, aspects --
and be able to find your way round a natal horoscope. On application, please let us know of 
prior astrological studies or experience. No prior knowledge of horary is required.   
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OUTLINE OF LESSONS                                                12 Sessions 
  

Session 1 - What is Horary?  
 
This lesson will consider the historical and philosophical foundations of horary and 
introduce some of its basic terminology and symbolism.  
Texts: Some Definitions, The Place of a Horary Chart, Querent and Quesited, On asking 
horary questions, Horary ethic and limits, Considerations Before Judgment. 
Additional: Texts, Worksheets, Reading, Homework.  
 
Session 2 - Condition of Significators. 
 
This lesson will show you how to assess radicality and the condition of significators. It will 
also illustrate the concept of horary ‘perfection’. 
Texts:  Radicality, Condition of Significators. 
Additional: Texts, Worksheets, Reading, Homework on horary chart. 
 
Session 3 - Simple Perfection 
 
This lesson will outline further the concept of perfection and radicality. It will also help you 
to locate the aspects of the significators. We will also introduce Universal significations. 
Texts: Aspects of Significators, On Aspects, Perfection 
Chart Examples and written judgments. 
Additional: Texts, Worksheets, Reading, Homework, chart analysis. 
 
Session 4 – Testimonies 
 
This lesson will consider the testimonies of good and ill fortune and the testimonies of 
radicality. It will explain the terms besiegement and retrogradation. It will also discuss the 
trans-Saturnian planets in horary, and discuss the role of prominent non-significators.  
Texts: Testimonies of Good and Ill Fortune and Testimonies of Radicality. 
Beseigement, Retrogradation, Trans-Saturnians, Prominent Non-Significators.  
Chart Examples and written judgments. 
Additional: Homework – chart analysis.  



 
 

Session 5: Strictures Against Judgment 
 
This lesson introduces the Strictures against Judgment, that is, certain conditions concerning 
the Ascendant, Moon and Saturn which warn the astrologer to resist giving judgment on a 
horary. Implications of the Strictures. Varying views of modern authors. 
Texts: Definition of the four strictures 
           (a) Ascendant, (b) Moon Via Combust  (c) Saturn, (d) Moon Void 
Chart Examples and written judgments. 
Additional: Worksheets, Reading as homework. . 
 
Session 6:  Simple Denials of Perfection. Lilly’s Key to Judgment. 
 
This lesson introduces denial of perfection in two of its possible modes, Refranation and 
Evasion, and raises the issue of Interference. It also revises the previous lessons in the form 
of a multiple choice exercise. 
Texts:  Denials of Perfection terminology, (A) Refranation, (B) Evasion, (C) Interference. 
Lilly’s Key, Lilly’s Key and Interposition 
Chart Examples and written judgments. 
Additional: Homework - Multiple Choice Questionnaire 
 
Session 7:  Interposition I. Translation and Prohibition 
 
This lesson will introduce the idea of ‘Interposition’. This is an interference of a third planet 
with the significators which permits either further forms of denial of perfection or further 
forms of perfection. We will consider the form of denial of perfection called Prohibition, 
and the form of perfection called Translation of Light.  
Texts: Definition of Interposition, Piggy-in-the Middle.. Prohibition, Translation of Light. 
Chart Examples and written judgments. 
Additional:  Reading, Homework chart analysis. 
 
Session 8 - Interposition II. Abscission and Collection 
 
This lesson continues the theme of Interposition and introduces another form of perfection 
called Collection of Light, and another form of denial of perfection called Abscission. 
Texts:  Interposition II – Abscission or Collection?, Interpositon II  – Collection of Light. We 
also discuss the role of minor essential dignities. 
Chart Examples and written judgments. 
Additional: Reading, Homework chart analysis. 
 
Session 9 - Interposition III. This lesson completes the study of Interposition by considering 
Contrariety and Ivy Goldstein Jacobson’s Translation of Light. 
Texts: Contrariety and Ivy Goldstein Jacobson’s Translation of Light  
Chart Examples and written judgments. 
Additional: Homework chart analysis.  



 
 

 
Session 10: Additional Factors (Timing & Direction, Planetary Hours, Fixed Stars) 
 
This lesson introduces several additional factors: Timing and Direction, Planetary Hours and 
Fixed Stars. It also consolidates what you have learned about the horary method so far with 
practice chart examples, especially any horary you might want to be studied in class.  
Texts: Timing, Direction and Location, Lilly’s Direction and Location, Planetary Hours Snail, 
Fixed Stars Used in Horary, Fixed Star List of modern-day placings. 
Chart Examples and written judgments. 
Additional: Homework chart analysis. 
 
Session 11 - Katarche 
 
This lesson goes deeper into katarche, the horary of good fortune and initiatives, and raises 
the problems inherent in asking ‘third party’ and ‘great horaries’.We will consolidate 
previous material, especially with any horary you might want the forum to study.  
Texts:  Katarche, Katarchic Attitude, Symbolic Participation, Symbolic Instantiation and Self-
Referencing. Mutual Reception by Degree. 
Chart Examples and written judgments. 
Additional: Reading, Homework chart analysis. 
 
Session 12   -  Bringing It All Together 
 
This final lesson consolidates the horary method you have learned by showing horary 
examples, especially any horary you might want to be studied in the forum, and considers 
horary in relation to natal astrology. Debates in modern horary practice. 
Texts:  Contact to natal, Bringing Together Horary and Natal . 
Chart Examples and written judgments. 
Homework: submission of horary chart analysis. 
 
 
 


